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Abstract
Reaction induced currents in planar metal/semiconductor nanostructures can provide a direct insight into underlying charge transfer processes involved in chemical
energy dissipation at solid surfaces. This letter provides clear evidence of the nonthermal nature of chemicurrent induced by H2 adsorption on a Pt/SiC nanostructure
at room temperature in 760 Torr N2 /O2 mixtures with various oxygen fractions. The
thermal eﬀect of the reaction is reproduced also with admission of N2 molecules to
the sample. Only the process with H2 leads to a detectable chemicurrent proving
participation of nonthermal electrons in the charge transfer induced by hydrogen
evolution on the nanostructure surface.
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Introduction

Understanding of the basic charge transfer processes at solid interfaces with reactive gas mixtures is a pathway toward advanced sensing, novel catalysts and
energy conversion applications. In particular, currents induced in surface reactions on catalytic nanoﬁlms forming a Schottky or metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) type contact with a semiconductor substrate have received considerable attention during the last decade [1–18]. The physical nature of these
currents is intriguing, because such a nanoﬁlm device contains no explicit
ion conductive layers and it resembles a photovoltaic cell much more closely
than an electrochemical device. For this reason, chemically induced currents
in material systems governed by only electronic conductance are often called
”chemicurrents” by analogy with photocurrents. Several groups of authors [1–
16] describe the chemicurrents from the standpoint of nonadiabatic surface
chemistry [8,9,20–24] similar to one responsible for heterogenous chemiluminescence [20,25,26], and related phenomena [27–30]. Here, the surface released
chemical energy is transferred directly to the electron subsystem of the solid
catalyst to produce a population of mobile hot electrons in the metal nanoﬁlm
or e-h pairs in a semiconductor layer able to travel over the internal potential barrier, which performs a charge separation function, Figure 1. Such currents, therefore, could directly represent basic mechanisms of charge transfer
in chemical transformations on solid surfaces, and their nonadiabatic origin
in adsorption related process at cryogenic temperatures and vacuum conditions [7–12] is well recognized. Chemicurrents generated in the course of continuous catalytic oxidation of molecular hydrogen [4,5,15] are also interesting
in the context of novel energy conversion applications; however, demonstra2

tion of their nonthermal nature is particularly challenging at higher pressures
in the gas phase [15]. Some authors [17,18] indicate that a secondary thermoelectric eﬀect might dominate the chemicurrent response of some stationary
surface processes at high pressures in the gas phase. A reverse argument for
the case of H2 oxidation could be placed forward by recalling that 76% of total
energy of the H2 (g) + 1/2O2 (g) → H2 O(g) process on Pt is released during
the initial adsorption stages [19], and by observing a nonthermal eﬀect of H2
adsorption alone in a high pressure environment rather than in vacuum [7–12].

This letter provides clear evidence of participation of nonthermal charge carriers in chemicurrents induced by H2 adsorption on catalytic sandwich structures of Figure 1 type in 760 Torr N2 /O2 mixtures. Here, a continuous Ohmic
contact metallization has been fabricated for the entire reverse side of the
device. The chemicurrents measured as in Figure 1 diagram, were recorded
at room temperature during H2 adsorption onto the Pt/n-SiC/Ag structure
preliminary exposed to a N2 /O2 mixtures. The thermal eﬀect of the reaction was further imitated for the same sample by exposure to an additional
portion of molecular nitrogen, a gas with essentially distinct adsorptive properties [31,32]. The amount and rate of N2 admission were tuned to produce
the same or greater thermal eﬀect on the sample surface as during the process
with hydrogen. Both slope and magnitude of the thermal eﬀect were taken
into account. In spite of a similar thermal eﬀect of nitrogen admission, a detectable chemicurrent was only induced during the process with hydrogen, and
therefore it could not be interpreted as a thermal current.
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Materials and Methods

Preparation of the Pt/n-SiC structure for chemicurrent measurements was as
follows. Ohmic contact metallization was ﬁrst fabricated on a non-polished
side of a 0.05 Ω·cm 12×16×0.33 mm n-4H-SiC (0001) substrate by e-beam
PVD of 50 nm Ti, 270 nm Cu and 680 nm Ag layers followed by 5 min annealing at 875◦ C. A 15 nm cathode layer of 0.9995 Pt of the Figure 1 pattern
was deposited next on the opposite polished side of the SiC substrate using
standard photolithography and slow-rate PVD techniques. Three 20 mm silver
wires of 0.5 mm diameter were also attached with Ag paste to the nanocathode and Ohmic contact terminals. The sample was suspended on these wires
in a 4.5 l high vacuum chamber by attaching them to bulk copper contacts of
an electrical feedthrough ﬂange. Heating of the sample in vacuum for surface
outgassing and electrical properties characterization was performed with two
internal 100 W halogen bulbs of controllable intensity. Sample surface temperature was measured with a 2×2×0.8 mm ceramic body RTD sensor, Omega
F2020-100-B, positioned in the middle of the nanocathode area. Chemicurrents
were recorded with an SRS SIM918 unit connected to a PicoTech ADC-24 data
logger.

Reproducibility of the nanoﬁlm resistance and the Pt/SiC Schottky contact IV dependence was investigated for temperatures from 26◦ C to 240◦ C to realize
structural stability of samples to thermal outgassing cycles and to a thermal
eﬀect of adsorption. Resistance of a freshly deposited Pt layer in 10−7 Torr
vacuum was independent of excitation current in the 10−5 −10−2 A range,
while it showed a nonlinear dependence on sample temperature. It also slowly
drifted down in the entire temperature range as a result of multiple heating cy4

cles. This drift gradually diminished and the resistance-to-temperature curve
stabilized and became fully reproducible for the entire 26−240◦ C range after
about 30 hrs annealing at 250◦ C. The ﬁnal stable resistance curve is provided
on Figure 2 (top), where each data point corresponds to a thermal equilibrium
of the sample with the heating setup and the ambient. I-V characteristics of
the Pt/SiC contact, shown in Figure 2 (inset) for various sample surface temperatures, were also fully reproducible during the 26−240◦ C heating cycles.
As can be seen, a nonlinear diode-like characteristic is preserved throughout
the temperature range. Analysis of the I-V curves gave diode ideality factors
of 4−10 and Schottky barrier height in the range 0.60−1.05 eV depending on
sample temperature, see Figure 2 bottom plot. A conclusion was then made
that the sample is suitable for chemicurrent measurements accompanied by
surface thermal outgassing at temperatures up to 140◦ C, i.e. 100◦ C below the
highest repeatable point in Figure 2 data, for an additional assurance.

Final surface preparation. Prior to a ﬁrst gas admission in all chemicurrent
measurement experiments, surface of the sample was outgassed at 140◦ C for
10 min in 10−7 Torr vacuum, followed by 25 min natural cooling to room
temperature. A pure synthetic air mixture of 79% N2 and 21% O2 at 760 Torr
of total pressure was then admitted to the analytical chamber. The resultant
adsorption processes led to a 3−4◦ C increase of surface temperature of the
sample; that took another 10 min to reattain thermal equilibrium with the
ambient and to complete preparation of sample’s surface for chemicurrent
measurements.
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Results and Discussion

Chemicurrent measurements followed the preparation routine described above
under two diﬀerent scenarios: (1) 57 Torr of H2 gas was admitted to the
chamber with the sample at a fast rate of about 110 Torr/s; this resulted in
surface temperature and chemicurrent peaks as shown in Figure 3 plots. The
surface outgassing procedure was then repeated, and (2) 85 Torr of N2 gas
were admitted at a 130 Torr/s rate. These amount and rate of N2 admission
led a thermal peak with a front slope similar to the one observed during H2
admission, and with a magnitude even greater than magnitude of the H2 peak,
see Figure 3 (bottom). Figure 3 (top) presents the respective chemicurrent
measurements as key results of the present studies. In spite of a greater thermal
eﬀect of N2 admission compared to that of H2 , admission of nitrogen led to
no detectable chemicurrent. Meanwhile, 50−60 nA chemicurrent peaks were
repeatedly observed during admission of hydrogen gas. This result did not
depend on a particular sequence for the two scenarios to follow one another.
Thus, the chemicurrent observed during surface interactions of oxyhydrogen
species is due to the underlying charge transfer processes themselves, rather
than a thermal eﬀect of these interactions.
Energy required for the hot electron excitation and their subsequent transport
over the Schottky barrier, Figure 1, is released on the Pt nanoﬁlm cathode
during dissociative hydrogen adsorption events and also interactions of the
surface adsorbed (a) oxygen species with molecular hydrogen from the gas
phase (g),
H2 (g) → 2H(a)

(1)

H2 (g) + O(a) → OH(a) + H(a)

(2)
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Participation of other exoergic stages [19] in the overall H2 (g) + 1/2O2 (g) →
H2 O(g) process is also possible. In particular, involvement of the LangmuirHinshelwood type reaction OH(a) + H(a) → H2 O(a) could explain the ﬁnite
width of the chemicurrent peak and its subsequent attenuation to a near zero
level, Figure 3, due to saturation of the Pt surface with the H2 O(a) species.
Such a saturation is inevitable at room temperatures, because the ﬁnal product
desorption, H2 O(a) → H2 O(g), requires 0.43 eV per water molecule [19].
Magnitudes of the chemicurrent peaks were also investigated as a function of
O2 fraction in the oxygen-nitrogen mixture prior to hydrogen admission. Statistical averaging over multiple experiments using identical procedures with
the same sample gives the data of the Figure 3 upper panel inset plot, where
the error bars represent standard deviation of the observed peak magnitudes.
Growth of the chemicurrent with the O2 fraction tends to diminish for highly
oxygen-rich mixtures. Notably, a non-zero current was also detected in pure
nitrogen, corresponding to the 0% O2 fraction, upon admission of the hydrogen gas. This result can be explained on the basis of the mechanisms (1-2),
as the increased oxygen pressure leads to a higher concentration of surface
pre-adsorbed oxygen and therefore to a higher rate of the process (1). Meanwhile, in the absence of oxygen molecules in the gas phase, the observed small
chemicurrent is driven by the hydrogen dissociative adsorption (2) only.
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Conclusion

We found that adsorption of molecular hydrogen and nitrogen gases on Pt/SiC
planar nanostructure at normal atmospheric conditions leads to generation of
a detectable chemicurrent only in the case of hydrogen. Nitrogen admission
7

conditions were tuned to imitate an equal or greater thermal eﬀect of adsorption as observed during admission of hydrogen gas. Therefore the recorded
chemicurrent is a result of nonthermal charge transfer processes induced by
hydrogen evolution on the catalytic nanostructure. Such a chemicurrent can
occur not only for surfaces at pre-vacuum conditions, as in the earlier studies [4,5,9], but also for surfaces with prior exposure to a pure nitrogen or synthetic air environment at normal temperature and pressure. The nonthermal
chemicurrents can provide novel in-situ techniques for studying mechanisms
of heterogeneous catalysis at high gas pressures typical for industrial catalysis,
where application of the traditional vacuum based methods, such as LEED,
electron energy loss, Auger or ion-scattering spectroscopy is diﬃcult.
This work has been supported by National Science Foundation via grant
#1033290.
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Fig. 1. Top: Possible mechanisms of chemicurrent production at metal
nanoﬁlm/semiconductor interfaces; chemically induced generation and subsequent
transport of (1) hot electrons and (2) e-h pairs (less probable); φk – potential barrier height, Ef – Fermi level of electrons, Ec – conduction-band bottom, and Ev –
valence-band top. Bottom: Pt/n-SiC device setup discussed here.
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